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hing times of single-domain partiles using a time
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Using a time quantied Monte Carlo sheme we performed simulations of the swithing
time distribution of single mono-domain partiles in the Stoner-Wohlfarth approximation.
We onsidered uniaxial anisotropy and dierent onditions for the external applied eld. The
results obtained show the swithing time distribution an be well desribed by two relaxation
times, either when the applied eld is parallel to the easy axis or for an oblique external eld
and a larger damping onstant. We found that in the low barrier limit these relaxation times
are in very good agreement with analytial results obtained from solutions of the Fokker-
Plank equation related to this problem. When the damping is small and the applied eld
is oblique the shape of the distribution urves shows several peaks and resonane eets.
PACS numbers: 75.40.Mg, 75.50.Tt
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of magneti nanopartiles is very interesting from the theoretial and experimental
point of view, in addition to its important tehnologial appliations in magneti data storage.
Magneti media for data storage are omposed of tiny magneti grains, like magneti partiles,
whih have to be ipped in the magneti reording proess. Inreasing the storage density implies
a redution in the size of the magneti grains. If the grains are too small they lose thermal stability
reahing the so alled superparamagneti limit. The stability problem an be overome by inreasing
the anisotropy of the grains but then higher elds (whih are diult to reah in urrent devies)
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2are needed to swith the magnetization in the reording proess. In this sense a hallenging issue
about magnetization reversal arises whih is how to have short reversal times, keeping the swithing
elds in small values [1, 2℄ and ontrolling the eets of thermal utuations. The thermal stability
problem of ferromagneti partiles was rst studied by Néel and then by Brown [3, 4, 5℄ in the single
spin approximation. Experimental studies for the swithing time in a single magneti nanopartile
[6, 7, 8℄ suggest in several ases the orretness of the Néel-Brown approximation.
In his work Brown [4℄ derived the Fokker-Plank equation (FPE) for an assembly of parti-
les using the stohasti Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert dynamis (sLLG) and then obtained analytial
expressions for the lowest eigenvalue of the Sturm-Liouville problem assoiated with the FPE in
asymptoti ases. The lowest eigenvalue of the FPE is assoiated to the longer relaxation time
whih in several regimes is supposed to ontrol the swithing proess. Sine then several works
have been done to obtain the lowest eigenvalue of FPE, with applied elds parallel [9℄ and oblique
[10, 11℄ to the easy axis. While in the past the attention was foused on the long time regime of
the swithing proess, with the growing omplexity of experimental devies and the need of ever
smaller swithing times, it turns to be desirable to have a knowledge of the whole proess, from
the earliest times to the longest ones, in order to explore alternative mehanisms for magnetization
swithing.
Sine the FPE annot be solved analytially exept in limiting ases, the short relaxation times in
the early stages of the swithing proess has to be studied by numerial integration of the sLLG [12℄
equation, or solving numerially the FPE. For the intermediate time sales numerial integration
of Langevin dynamis is not useful sine the small time step needed in the numerial integration
does not allow to extend the simulation beyond the range of nanoseonds. In order to overome
this problem time quantied Monte Carlo methods (TQMC) were developed [13, 14, 15, 16℄ that
allow to extend the time span with a onsiderable gain in omputational and programming eorts.
In addition, Chubykalo et al. [16℄ have also proved that these methods may be useful in the low
damping ondition, whenever the applied eld is parallel to the anisotropy easy axis. However
the method fails under an oblique applied eld and low damping ondition where preessional
movement annot be negleted. Reently, Cheng et al. [17℄ mapped the sLLG dynamis and the
Monte Carlo sheme through a Fokker-Plank approah introduing the preessional step in the
TQMC simulations. With this improvement in priniple TQMC simulations ould be used also in
the short times sales irrespetively of the onguration of the applied eld and the value of the
damping onstant. However this improvement in the auray is in detriment of the extent of time
of the simulation. The situation is even worse when the system onsists of a set of interating
3partiles [18℄. Nevertheless, even in these ases the TQMC sheme seems a better alternative than
solving numerially the sLLG equation. The main advantage is a far simpler implementation,
whithout the need to ontrol the stability of the algorithm as when solving a dierential equation
numerially. The seond advantage is that, even though the gain in the time span simulated relative
to the sLLG equation is ertainly not as large as in the strong damping regime where preession
an be ignored, the TQMC sheme allows to adjust the time step in a less onstrained manner than
the sLLG equation, resulting in a real gain in the total times that an be reahed by the simulation.
The extent of this gain depends on the partiular problem onsidered.
In this work we used this approah to obtain the distribution of swithing times in order to
explore the inidene of short relaxation times in the swithing proess as a funtion of the damping
and for dierent applied elds. We found that for external elds parallel to the easy axis the Brown
approah works very well in pratially the whole time span. The numerial results are extremely
well desribed with only the two largest relaxation times from the solution of the Fokker-Plank
equation. When the external eld is oblique there are no analytial solutions available, exept for
the largest time sale. In this ase, we found that two relaxation times are enough to desribe the
distribution of times when the damping is high. When the damping is low, the swithing mehanism
is dominated by preession, and the short time behavior is more omplex, showing several peaks,
whih reet the presene of dierent resonane frequenies.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A single-domain partile an be modeled in the Stoner-Wohlfarth (SW) approximation where
the magneti state of the partile is desribed by a single magneti moment ~m whose strength is
equal to the total magneti moment of the partile |~m| = Msv. Here Ms is the magnetization of
saturation of the partile and v is the partile volume. In the SW model the energy density V of a
partile with uniaxial anisotropy under an external applied eld is expressed as:
− βV = α[(~n · ~s)2 + 2~h · ~s], (1)
here β = v/kBT , ~s = ~M/Ms and ~n are unit vetors dening the magnetization and the easy
axis diretion, respetively. The applied eld
~h is expressed in redued units h = H/Hk, with
Hk = 2K/µ0Ms being the anisotropy eld, α = Kv/kBT is a dimensionless onstant where K is
the anisotropy onstant. In a lassial approximation, the dynamis of a redued magneti moment
4~s under thermal utuations is modeled by the stohasti Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (sLLG) equation,
d~s
dt
=
γ(µ0Hk)
1 + a2
~s× [(~heff + ~hfl)− a~s× (~heff + ~hfl)], (2)
where γ is the gyromagneti ratio, a = ηγMs is a dimensionless damping oeient and η is the
damping oeient in Gilbert's equation. The eetive eld
~heff is given by the partile energy
gradient,
~heff = −
1
2K
∂V
∂~s
. (3)
The stohasti utuating eld
~hfl is assumed as a Gaussian stohasti proess with the following
statistial properties:
< hfl,i >= 0, < hfl,i(t)hfl,j(s) >= µ δi,j δ(t− s), (4)
where i and j stand for the artesian omponents.
In spherial oordinates, the FPE for the probability W (θ, φ, t) of nding one the magneti
moment at time t within a solid angle dΩ is given by [4, 5℄:
∂W
∂t
=
1
2τN
∇2W + ab∇2V W +
b
sin(θ)
(
∂V
∂θ
∂W
∂φ
−
∂V
∂φ
∂W
∂θ
)
(5)
+ab
(
∂V
∂θ
∂W
∂θ
+
1
sin(θ)2
+
∂V
∂φ
∂W
∂φ
)
.
where the Néel time τ−1N = µγ
2(1+a2) is a harateristi diusional time and b = γ/(1+a2)Ms. On
the other hand, in order to satisfy the equilibrium statistial properties in the stationary regime,
τN = α
(1 + a2)
a
1
(γµ0HK)
. (6)
In general solutions of (5) an not be found analytially. However, the relaxation of any initial
probability state an be formally desribed by a sum of exponentials:
W (θ, φ) = W0 +
∞∑
n=1
An Fn(θ, φ) exp(−t/τi), (7)
5where τi are related to the eigenvalues of the Sturm-Liouville assoiated problem [4, 9, 11℄ aording
to
τi =
2τN
λi
. (8)
Besides the diusional Néel time, the other harateristi time sales in this problem are the pre-
essional time τp = (γµ0HK/(1 + a
2))−1 and the damping time τK = τp/a [19℄. Then, eq. (8)
expressed in terms of the damping times beomes τi[τK ] =
2α
λi
.
III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
In our simulations we use a hybrid Monte Carlo method [13, 17℄ that emulates the stohasti
dynamis of the LLG equation. This method ombines the Metropolis or heat bath MC sheme
with a random displaement of the magneti moment within a one [13℄ and a preessional spin
motion. The random displaement is obtained by adding to the normalized magneti moment a
random vetor uniformly distributed within an sphere of radius R ≪ 1 and then normalizing the
resulting vetor again, while the magnitude and diretion of the preessional motion is given by
∆~s = −Φ ~s× ~heff , (9)
where Φ = α
10a
R2. In this MC sheme the magneti moment update is hosen with equal probability
between a preessional step and a random displaement. The aeptane rate A(β∆V ) of the
random motion is based in the heat bath proedure,
A(β∆V ) = 1/[1 + exp(β∆V )]. (10)
By means of a detailed omparison between the Fokker-Plank equation representing the MC
stohasti dynamis and the orresponding equation assoiated with the LLG miromagneti equa-
tion, it is possible to obtain a very aurate mapping between Monte Carlo Steps and the real time
sale from the LLG equation [17℄ through the following relation:
∆t[τK ] =
α
20
R2∆t[MCS], (11)
where the real time sale is expressed in units of the damping harateristi time τK .
6IV. RESULTS
We have performed numerial evaluations of the swithing time distribution with the following
protool: we start with the magneti moment pointing in the easy axis diretion, in our ase
the z axis, and then we apply an inverse magneti eld of dierent strengths and diretion. The
swithing time is dened as the time required for the z omponent of the magneti moment to
hange its sign. Sine we want to ompare our results with analyti preditions from the Fokker-
Plank equation 5, we ount every time the magneti moment rosses the equatorial line, i.e., we
ompute the whole probability that the magneti moment attains an angle θ = π/2 in a given time
t. Otherwise we would be omputing the rst passage time, for whih there are still less analyti
results available. We performed 106 realizations to obtain the swithing time distribution P (t).
Sine P (t) ∝
∫
2pi
0
W (θ = π/2, φ, t) dφ, it has the same relaxational behavior than W (θ, t).
In order to test the ondene of our results we simulated swithing times distribution for the
low barrier limit (α < 1), with the applied eld parallel to the easy axis. In this ase the two
smallest eigenvalues are given by [4℄,
λ1 = 2−
4
5
(1− h2α)α+
96
875
α2 + ϑ(α3) (12)
λ2 = 6−
4
7
(1− h2α)α +
64
343
α2 + ϑ(α3).
From equations (8) and (11), and onsidering that a time of 3τ1 is enough to obtain a omplete
distribution urve, the number of MCS that should be used for eah realization is:
∆t[MCS] =
60
R2λi
. (13)
In the simulations we used R = 0.03, whih is a good ompromise between auray and eieny.
In gure 1 we present the swithing time distribution for an external eld h = 0.292 parallel to the
easy axis and low energy barrier α = 1. At short times the probability that the partile swithes
is zero sine there is a minimal time neessary to surmount the barrier. Exept for the very short
times, the distribution is well tted using two exponentials P (t) = a0+a1 exp(−t/τ1)+a2 exp(−t/τ2)
where the relaxation times τ1 and τ2 are obtained through eq. (8) using the eigenvalues given in eqs.
(12). We an see that two relaxation times are enough to obtain a good t of the swithing time
distribution in a wide range and a very good agreement for the relaxation times obtained through
the FPE. The swithing time distribution at large times is nite beause the energy barrier is small
and the partile attains thermodynami equilibrium with a nite probability of being at θ = π/2.
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FIG. 1: Swithing time distribution in the low barrier ase α = 1 and parallel applied eld h = 0.292, here
the damping onstant is a = 1. The relaxation times used in the tting τ1 = 7.71 and τ2 = 1.79 are obtained
from eqs. (8) and (12).
In g. 2, the energy barrier is inreased (α = 10) keeping the eld parallel, with h = 0.4. In this
ase the swithing time distribution has a peak before relaxing to zero. In this ase the distribution
goes to zero at large times sine the magneti moment gets trapped in the deepest minimum A
similar behavior is found by integrating the sLLG equation [12℄. Like in g. 1, this urve is well
tted by two relaxation times. The longer time τ1 used in this tting orresponds to results of
Coey et al. [11℄. The seondary relaxation time τ2 , whih is supposed to be related to the seond
eigenvalue is muh lower than τ1 and is important in the very rst stages of the relaxation, having
little inuene in the swithing mean time < t >. We also show in g. 2 two urves orresponding
to small and large damping onstants a = 0.1, 100. These urves are indistinguishable within the
statistial error, when plotted in units of the damping time τK . This is beause if the applied eld
is parallel to the easy axis, then the potential energy has azimuthal symmetry and the preessional
motion, whih is important for small damping, has no inuene in rossing the barrier. We will
see below that a dierent situation is observed if the applied eld is oblique. However, from the
point of view of the Monte Carlo simulation, the damping onstant has a ritial inuene sine
the preessional fator Φ has to be kept at small values in order to orretly follow the trajetory.
Then, reduing the damping onstant implies a redution of R in eq. (9), and the number of MCS
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FIG. 2: High barrier swithing time distribution with α = 10 for two damping onstants a = 0.1 and 100
and parallel applied eld h = 0.4. The longer relaxation time τ1 = 52.0 is obtained from table I [11℄. The
seondary relaxation time is obtained from tting: τ2 = 1.72 and the mean time tm = 42.5.
required in the simulation notably inrease (see eq. (13)).
Figure 3 is similar to g. 2, h = 0.4, but now the applied eld is at an angle of π/4 with respet
to easy axis. The damping onstant has now inuene on the swithing behavior, this is due to the
oupling between the longitudinal and normal modes [20℄. When the applied eld is oblique the
partile rosses the barrier through a saddle point and the preessional motion inuenes the way
the energy landsape is explored. If the damping onstant is high the partile tends to relax to the
nearest minimum and only through thermal utuations the saddle point an be found, wheres if
the damping onstant is kept small, preessional motion aets the swithing proess. Note that a
shoulder is present after the rst peak in the ase of small damping.
In g. 4 the damping onstant is dereased even more to a = 0.01. Now new peaks appear in the
swithing time distribution, whih shows resonane-like eets. If the starting energy is similar to
the energy of the saddle point and the damping onstant is low enough, the partile does not relax
quikly and keeps its energy nearly onstant for a long time, letting the magneti moment to ross
the equatorial line more than one time. This behavior is analyzed in more detail in gure 5, where
the urve of g. 4 is plotted together with the distribution of the rst and seond passage times.
The gure shows that the rst and seond peaks in the swithing time distribution orrespond to
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FIG. 3: High energy barrier α = 10 under an oblique applied eld φ = π/4, h = 0.4 for two dierent values
of the damping onstant a = 0.1, 100. It an be seen that in the larger damping ase the distribution is well
desribed by two relaxation times whereas in the low damping ase a seondary peak appears.
the main peaks of the rst and seond passage times distributions, respetively. These distributions
show also seondary peaks, whih probably orrespond to dierent paths of swithing in the energy
landsape. From the gure is also lear that the rst passage time probability goes to zero at
t/τK ≈ 70, while the whole distribution stays nite until muh longer times. This fat means that
the magneti moment an go bak and forth aross the saddle point and the magneti moment
keeps swithing between the basins of the two minima during a long time. Although the barrier is
high, the small damping makes the magneti moment to follow a long trajetory before settling in
the nal state.
V. SUMMARY
In summary, by performing Monte Carlo simulations inluding a preessional step, we have
obtained swithing time distributions of magneti partiles in the Stoner-Wolfarth limit, for dierent
ongurations of the applied eld, dierent values of the damping onstant and dierent heights
of the energy barriers. We onlude that if the damping onstant is high enough the distributions
are well desribed by two relaxation times assoiated with the eigenvalues of the Fokker-Plank
solutions of the orresponding Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert dynamis, irrespetively of the onguration
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FIG. 4: Swithing time distribution for a very low damping value a = 0.01. Like in g. 3 here α = 10,
φ = π/4 and h = 0.4. We an see at least four peaks and an exponential relaxing behavior at the longest
times.
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FIG. 5: Swithing time distribution of g. 4 together with the rst and seond passage time distribu-
tion. Clearly the rst and seond peak of the total distribution orrespond to the rst a seond passage,
respetively.
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of the applied eld. If the damping onstant takes small values and the applied eld is oblique to
the anisotropy axis, the distributions show resonane eets, evidening the importane of the
preessional motion in the inversion mehanism. The present Monte Carlo algorithm allows to
study these preessional eets in detail, without the need to solve the LLG equations. We showed
that the rst two peaks in the distribution funtions orrespond to the rst and seond passage
times of the magnetization through the equator. In all ases the harateristi inversion time is
given by the smallest eigenvalue of the FPE, while in the ases with strong damping the whole
distribution an be very well desribed by only two relaxation times.
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